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	This is the only book to focus on industrial and environmental applications of synthetic biology, covering 17 of the most promising uses in the areas of biofuel, bioremediation and biomaterials. The contributions are written by experts from academia, non-profit organizations and industry, outlining not only the scientific basics but also the economic, environmental and ethical impact of the new technologies.


	This makes it not only suitable as supplementary material for students but also the perfect companion for policy makers and funding agencies, if they are to make informed decisions about synthetic biology.


	Largely coordinated by Markus Schmidt, a policy adviser, and the only European to testify in front of the bioethics commission of the Obama administration.
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Journey to Data QualityMIT Press, 2006
"The issue of data quality has become increasingly important over the last decade as the amount of data being collected and stored continues to increase at a rapid rate. These researchers have been at the forefront of understanding the impact and implication of the quality of data on organizations. These issues will continue to grow in...
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Welfare And Work: Experiences In Six CitiesW. E. Upjohn Institute, 2005
King and Mueser examine changes in welfare participation and labor market involvement of welfare recipients in six major cities during the 1990s. By focusing on these six cities (Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Fort Lauderdale, Houston, and Kansas City) they are able to glean the extent to which differences in state and local policy, administrative...
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Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Welcome to the second edition of Linux Command Line and Shell Scripting Bible. Like all books in the Bible series, you can expect to find both hands-on tutorials and real-world information, as well as reference and background information that provides a context for what you are learning. This book is a fairly comprehensive resource on the...
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The Software Development Edge: Essays on Managing Successful ProjectsAddison Wesley, 2005
The new software management classic:  in-the-trenches wisdom from legendary project leader Joe Marasco

Over the course of a distinguished career, Joe Marasco earned a  reputation as the go-to software project manager: the one to call when you were  facing a brutally...
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Computer Telephony DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Reshape your world with computer telephony
 There’s no stopping the computer telephony (CT) revolution. Everywhere you look, CT is replacing the existing telephony infrastructure with products, systems, and solutions based on off-the-shelf computer technology. 

 If you’re ready to take advantage of customizable telephony...
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Managing Contacts with ACT! 2005Course Technology PTR, 2004
With ACT! 2005, you?ve already purchased the most comprehensive contact management software available. Now you?ve found the perfect resource to ensure that you get the most out of your investment! "Managing Contacts with ACT! 2005" is a one-of-a-kind guide to successful contact management. By working through several hands-on tasks, you?ll...
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